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We define four new properties of parallel maps for cellular automata, viz., strong 
surjectiveness, weak surjectiveness, strong injectiveness, and weak injectiveness. Of 
these, the first two are nonequivaZent to previously known properties, and bridge the gap 
between bijectiveness and surjectiveness. On the other hand, the other two properties 
are proved to be equivalat to surjectiveness. Furthermore, these notions are characterized 
by strengthened balanced conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Questions of injectivity and surjectivity of parallel maps are fundamental problems in 
the study of the theoretical properties of cellular automata. Moore [l] and Myhill [2] 
showed that the existence of erasable configurations is equivalent to nonsurjectivity of 
T: C + C, where we denote the set of all the configurations by C and parallel map by 7. 
Maruoka, Kimura [5] showed the balanced condition for 7 is equivalent to surjectivity of 
7: C + C. Richardson [4] and Yaku [6] derived a condition for T: C + C. Richardson [4], 
Amoroso, Cooper [3], and Sato, Honda [7] studied the relationships between the condi- 
tions for injectivity and surjectivity of T: C --+ C and T: C, + C, , where C’s denotes the set 
of all the finite configurations. Nasu [8] investigated properties of local maps for injective 
T: C ---t C and surjective T: C 4 C in the case where the dimension of cellular automata 
is restricted to one. 
In this paper, we introduce an equivalence relation R on C. c,Rc, holds if and only if 
for all but finitely many cells the states of ci are the same as those of ca , whereby c we 
denote a configuration. Let us denote by R[c] the set of all the configurations which are 
equivalent to c, and let C/R = {R[c] / c E C>. Then, from T: C + C, we can derive many 
mappings such as 7: R[c,] + R[c,] and 7: C/R + C/R, where T(CJ = ca . Using this 
notational conventions, 7: C, + C, can be written as ‘T: R[o] + R[U], where 0 denotes 
the quiescent configuration. Using the mappings of the type R[c,] + R[c,], we shall 
introduce the notions of strong surjectivity, weak surjectivity, strong injectivity, and 
weak injectivity. Of these, the first two are nonequivalent to previously known properties, 
and bridge the gap between bijectiveness and surjectiveness. On the other hand, the other 
two properties are proved to be equivalent to surjectiveness. Furthermore, we shall derive 
necessary and sufficient conditions for these notions. 
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Unless it is explicitly stated otherwise, we shall not assume the existance of the quiescent 
state. That is, we shall remove the restriction that if a cell and its neighboring cells are 
in the quiescent state at time t, then the cell must be in the quiescent state at time t + 1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For simplicity, we shall limit our attention to arrays of two dimensions. All the con- 
cepts and results about two-dimensional arrays below are easily generalized to carry over 
to arrays of arbitrary finite dimensions. 
Let Z = (0, l,..., Q - l}, and let 2 be the set of integers. An elements of .2Y and an 
element of Z2 are called a state and a cell, respectively. A mapping from Z2 to Z is called a 
configuration, denoted by c. By C we denote the set of all the configurations. Let X be an 
n-tuple of distinct elements of Z2. From a mapping a from P to Z and X = (xi ,..., x,J, 
we can define a mapping 7 from C to C as follows. 
T(c’) = c if and only if for any x E Z2, 
c(x) = o(c’(x + Xi),..., c’(x + x,)). 
Such a global map defined in this way is called a parallel map. A mapping from Zn to z 
and X are called a local map and a neighborhood index, respectively. Formally two- 
dimensional cellular automaton is defined to be a quadruple (2, Z2, X, u). 
Let B,,$ (i > 0) denote the subset of Z2 defined as Bosi = ((x(l), xt2)) [ 1 x(l) 1 < i, 
1 x(s) 1 < i}. In particular, B,,, means Z2. Let x1 ,..., X, be the nine elements of B,,, . As 
in [I], [2] and [3], we fix the neighborhood index to X = (x1 ,..., xs) unless otherwise 
stated. Note that X is usually called Moore’s neighborhood index. For i, j such that 
0 < i <j < co, i # m, B,,i is defined as Bi,j = B,,i - B,,+_, , where B,,_, means 
the empty set 0. In particular, we sometimes denote Bi,i by Bi . The restriction of c to 
Bi,, is denoted by c 1 Bi,j . Let Pi,j = {C 1 Bi,j / c E C}. For i, j such that 0 < i < j < CO, 
an element of Pi,j is called a pattern. Let PI and P2 , be mappings from D, to z and from 
02 to 2, respectively, where DI , D, _C Z2, D, n D, = a. The union of p, and p, , 
denoted by p, u p, , is the mapping from D, u D, to L‘ defined as follows. 
Pl ” P2W = PI(X), if XED~, 
= Pz(x), if XED,. 
Let %? = { p,,j 1 p,,j E Pi,i , 0 < i <j < 00, i # m>. A mapping 7 from C to C is naturally 
extended to obtain a mapping 7’ from V to %7. That is, for i, j such that i + 2 < j, 
7’(pJ is defined by T’( p<,j) = T(C) / B,+l,+l , where c is a configuration such that 
pi,j = c j B,,j . We define the relation R on C as follows. That is, cIRc2 if and only if 
1 {x 1 c,(x) # c2(x)}l < o, where 1 j denotes the number of elements of a set. It is easy 
to see that R is an equivalence relation. cl&, means that c,Rc, does not hold. Let R[c] = 
{c’ I CRC’}, and C/R = {R[c] j c E C}. Let A, , A, C V and let 7 be a mapping from V to ‘67. 
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T’ obtained by restricting the domain and the range of T to A, and A, , respectively, is 
defined by 
T’(C) = r(c), if T(C) E R, , 
= undefined, otherwise. 
We shall sometimes denote the mapping T’ by 7’: A, --f il, . The mapping T’ from C/R 
to C/R derived from 7: C -+ C is defined as follows. That is, if c E u and T(C) E u’ E C/R 
for u E C/R, then T’(u) = u’. From the definitions of 7’ and of relation R, it is eas!- to see 
that 7’ is a mapping. We denote T’ defined above by r: C/R --f C/R. Thus, given 7: C + C, 
we can derive several mappings such as r: P,,, --f Pi,l,i_l , T: C/R -+ C/R, T: K -+ %, 
and 7: R[c,J - R[cJ, where ‘(cl) = cp . 
DEFINITION 1. -r is weakly R-surjectiae (weakly R-injective) if and only if there exist 
c’ and c such that T(c’) = c and 7: R[c’] -+ R[c] is surjective (injective). W’e often say 
weakly surjective (weakly injective) instead of weakly R-surjective (weakly R-injectire). 
DEFINITION 2. r is strongZy R-surjective (strongly R-injective) if and only if T: R[c’] -+ 
R[c] is surjective (injective) for any c’, c such that T(c’) == c. We often say strongly surjective 
(strongZy injective) instead of strongly R-surjective (strongly R-injective). 
3. RESULTS OBTAINED so FAR AND SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF THEM 
For the convenience of the reader and for completeness, we shall present some concepts 
and the related results obtained so far. 
DEFINITION 3 (Moore): Let p E P,,, (j 2 2). p is an erasable pattern if and only if 
there exists p’ E PO,j such that p / Bj_l,j = p’ / Bj_l,j , f~ ’ B,,jm_2 f p’ / B,,,j_n , and 
T(P) = T( P’). 
DEFINITION 4 (Maruoka, Kimura [5]). 7 is k-balanced if and only if for any p s P,,.?: , 
~{p’ E P,,k+l : T(f) = p}! = q’Bk-l 
T is balanced if and only if it is k-balanced for any k > 1. 
Remark. Definition 4 is slightly different from the definition in [5]. But from Theorem 
4 below it is easy to see that the two definitions are equivalent. Notice that ~1~” .I] -:= 
4 iPk+l*k+ll = q*“;+l) in the case of the two-dimensional array. 
In what follows, r is C-surjective (C-injective) means that 7: C -j C is surjective 
(injective). 
THEOREM 1 (fi,Ioore and Myhill). 7 is C-surjectize if and only if there exists no erasable 
pattern. 
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THEOREM 2 (Maruoka, Kimura [5]): 7 is C-surjective if and only if 7 is balanced. 
THEOREM 3 (Richardson): r is C-injective if and only zf there exist a local map a’ and 
a neighborhood index1 X’ which de$ne T- l: C -+ C, where 7-l: C + C is the inverse mapping 
of i-. 
THEOREM 4 (Maruoka, Kimura [5]). 7 is balanced zf and only iffor any i and for any 
p E PO,, , there exists p’ E P,,i,l such that r( p’) = p. 
Usually, it is assumed that there is a special element of Z called the quiescent state. 
Denote the quiescent state by 0. c is called the quiescent configuration if C(X) = 0 for any 
x E Z2. Denote the quiescent configuration by 0. Note that elements of R[@ are usually 
called finite configurations. In what follows, Q1 3 Qs means that Q1 implies Qs in any 
cellular automaton of arbitrary finite dimension, and 7 is C,-surjective (Cr-injective) 
means that 7: R[o] + R[o] is surjective (injective). 
THEOREM 5 (Amoroso, Cooper and Richardson). Let T be a parallel map defined from 
a local map such that u(O,..., 0) = 0. Then 
The next theorem shows that the condition u(O,..., 0) = 0 is not essential in connection 
with the results about the relationships between concepts of injectivity and surjectivity. 
THEOREM 6. 
C-injective 
C-surjective 
weakly injective 
Q 
strongly injective 
fi 
weakly surjective 
I? 
strongly surj*ective 
Proof. To begin with, we shall show strong injectiveness is equivalent to weak 
surjectiveness. By definition, strong injectiveness clearly implies weak surjectiveness. For 
the converse implication, assume in contradiction that there exist cr , c; , c2 , and CL such 
that I = cr , T(c~) = c2 , T: R[c;] - R[c,] is injective, and T: R[cb] + R[c,] is not 
injective. Then there exist cl and c; such that c;Rci , c;Rci , c; # c; , and I = I. 
1 Note that X’ is not necessarily Moore’s neighborhood index. 
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Since c’ s , ck E R[c& there exists k such that ci / B,,, = cl 1 Bk,, . Put ca = ci : BO,kT1 u 
C; 1 Brc+, .m ,c4 = C; 1 B,,.~+I " c; 1 %+,.a . Since the neighborhood index is Moore’s type, 
T(c~) = T(c~) E R[cJ. Moreover, ca # c4 , c;Rc, , and c;Rc, . This contradicts the fact that 
T: R[ci] --+ R[c,] is injective. 
From Theorem 1, it is easy to see that weak injectiveness is equivalent to C-surjective- 
ness. Furthermore, from Theorem 3, C-injectiveness implies strong surjectiveness. By 
definitions, strong surjectiveness implies weak surjectiveness, which implies C-surjective- 
ness by Theorem 2 and 4. QED. 
THEOREM 7. 7 is C-injective if and only if T: CjR - CjR is injective. 
Proof. Assume in contradiction that T: C - C is injective and that T: C/R + C/R is 
not injective. Noninjectivity of T: C/R ---f C/R implies that there exist cr , ca E C such 
that c&z, and T(C& RT(c~). From Theorem 3 and the injectivity of 7: C -+ C, there exist 
a local map 0’: J? -+ .JY and the neighborhood index X’ = (xi ,..., x,) which define 
7-l: C ---f C. Since c,&, and T(CJ RT(c& th ere exists x E Z2 such that cl(x) # c~(x) 
and2 I 1 x -+ X’ = T(CJ 1 x + X’. This contradicts that U’ and X’ define ~-l: C + c‘. 
Conversely, assume that there exist ca , c4 such that cs # c4 and T(CJ = T(c~). If 
c,Wc, , then 7: C/R + C/R is not injective. If c3Rc4, then there exists k 3 2 such that 
cs 1 B,,,_, # c, 1 B,,,_, and cs j Bk_l,k = c4 1 Bk_,,k. Let us define CL and c; from cs and 
c4 , respectively, as follows. That is, for x = (x(l), ~(~1) E Z2 such that 
m’1’(2k + 1) - k < X(1) < WO(2k + I) + K 
m’2’(2K + 1) - K < x(2) < m’2’(2k + I) + k, 
define 
c;(x) = ca(x - (m’i’(2k + l), m’2’(2k + l))), 
c;(X) = cq(x - (?#‘(2K + l), m’2’(2k + I))). 
Since the neighborhood index is Moore’s type, clearly I = I. Thus T: C/R - CjR 
is not injective since c;Rc; . S.E.D. 
THEOREM 8. 7 is C-surjective if an’d only if 7: C/R + C/R is surjective. 
Proof. The “only if” part of the theorem is clear. 
Conversely, suppose T: C/R --f C/R is surjective. Let p be an arbitrary pattern in P,,k 
for arbitrary chosen K. Let c be a configuration such that c(B,,, + X) = p(B,,,) holds for 
infinitely many x E: Z2, where c(B,,~ + x) = p(B,,,) means that c(y + X) = p(y) holds 
for any y E B,,, . Since 7: C/R --+ C/R is surjective, there exist c’ such that I Rc. Thus 
it is easy to see that there exists p’ E PO,k+l such that T( p') = p. From Theorem 2 and 4, 
7 is C-surjective. Q.E.D. 
2 For X’ = (x1 ,..., x,,), x + X’ is defined to be {x + x’ 1 x’ E {xl ,..., x,}}. 
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4. RESULTS RELATED TO THE DIAGRAM OF THEOREM 6 
Let (ci) be an infinite sequence of configurations. c is a point of accumulation of (cJ 
if and only if for any j there are infinitely many cI’s in the sequence such that c [ B,,i = 
ci 1 B,,j . It is shown that every infinite sequence of configurations has a point of accumura- 
tion [4]. 
LEMMA 9 (Richardson). Let (ci) b e an infinite sequence of configurations with a unique 
point of accumulation c. T(C) = c’ if and only if c’ is a point of accumulation of a sequence 
(c:) where T(Q) = ci . 
THEOREM 103. -T is C-surjective if and only if the existance of c, , c2 such that c1 # c2 
and T(c*) = r(cz) implies that, for any c with r(cJ Rc, there exists c’ such that c&’ and 
T(C’) = c. 
Proof. Assume that 7 is C-surjective and that there exist c1 and cs such that c, # ca 
and a = I. If c,Rc, , then there exists K > 2 such that c, 1 B,,,_, # c2 j B,,,_, 
and cl I %,A = ~2 I L,, . From Theorem 1, this contradicts the fact that 7 is C- 
surjective. Therefore, I+&, . Let c be an arbitrary configuration such that cry. Since 
7 is C-surjective, there exists c” such that I = c. When c”i&, , the “only if” part of 
the theorem follows, So suppose c”Rc, . Let T(Cl) = c, . Since c1Rc2 , c”Rc, , and CRC, , 
there exists i such that cr 1 BiSm = c” j Bi,, , c 1 Bi,, = c3 1 Bi., , and ci j Bi,i+l # 
c2 / Bt,i+l . Let j be an arbitrary integer such that j > i. We shall show that there exists 
p E PO,j+l such that T(P) = c 1 B,,j and c1 1 Bi,i+l # p j Bi,i+l . TO show this, suppose in 
contradiction that c, I Bi,a+I = p I Bi,i+l for any p E PO,i+I such that T(p) = c [ B,,i . 
Then, since we adopt Moore’s neighborhood index, 
‘(CI I &,,+I “P I Bi+l..++J = ~3 I BW 
for any P E P0.3+1 such that T(p) = c I BO,i . On the other hand, from Theorem 1, the 
assumption above, and from C-surjectivity of T, it follows that P I Bo,i+l = C" 1 B,,i+l for 
any p E PO,i+l such that T(p) = c 1 BOSj . Furthermore, there exists p E PO,j+I such that 
P I Bf,i+l f ~1 I %+I and 4 P) = cs I %J because T(C2) = ~2 ad ~1 I Bi,i+r Z ~2 I Bi,i+l* 
Thus 
NP I T(P) = cs I BodI > I{P I T(P) = c I%& 
From Theorem 2, this contradicts C-surjectivity of 7. So let JQ+~ be a pattern such that 
T( pi+l) = c 1 B0.j andpj+l I Bi.i+, # cl I Bi,i+l . Since cl I Bi,m = C” I Bi,, and T(c") = C, 
it follows from Theorem 1 that, for any k with i < K < j, p,,, I B,,,,, # cl I Bk,k+l . 
Let cj+l be a configuration such that cj+l I BOSi+, = pi+1 . Note that for any point of 
accumulation c’ of the sequence Ci+r , Ci+2 ,... there exists a subsequence of cifl , ci+2 ,... 
with the unique point of accumulation c’. Therefore, T(d) = c by Lemma 9. From the 
definition of c’, c’ 1 Bk,k+l # cl I Bk,k+r for any k >, i. Thus c’i?c, . 
3 Note that if the condition of the theorem are satisfied, then for any c with arc there also 
exists c” such that c&” and T(F) = c. 
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Conversely, assume the condition of the theorem. If there do not exist cr , c2 such that 
ci f ca and I = I, th e 7 is C-surjective by Theorem 6. So suppose there exist n 
cr , c2 such that cr # ca and I = I. Let i be an arbitrary integer and let p is an 
arbitrary element in P,,, . Put c = p u 7(c1) j Bi+1 . From the condition of the theorem, 
there exist c’ such that T(c’) = c. Therefore, T(C’ / &+i) = p. Thus, 7 is C-surjective by 
Theorem 2 and 4. QED. 
COROLLARY. Let 7 is a C-surjective parallel map deJined from a local map (T with 
u(O,..., 0) = 0. If there exists c1 such that T(c~) Ra and ~$8, then, for any c E R[o], there 
exists c’ such that T(d) = c and c’R% 
Prooj. Assume that there exists cr satisfying the condition of the corollary. Let j be an 
arbitrary integer. Then there exists x E Z2 such that cl(x) # 0 and4 T(cl) j x -r B,,j = 
0 1 x + i& . Therefore, it is easy to see that there exist c;‘s such that c;(O) f 0 and 
T(c~) / B,,j = 0 / B,,j , where 0 = (0,O). Note that ~(0) = Ti because a(0 ,..., 0) -3 0. 
Therefore, from Theorem 1 and C-surjectivity of 7, we have ci / BkSlcfl f 0 1 B,,,,, 
for k, 0 < k < j. Then, applying Lemma 9 to the sequence cl , CL ,..., it is shown that 
there exists cs such that T(Cz) = 0 and ~$0 in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 8. 
Since ~(0) = (a), the corollary follows from Theorem 10. Q.E.D. 
For pi,j E Pi,, , let US define 0( pimi) as follows. 
where PO_l,j+l = P,,i+, in the case with i = 0. Since T(p) E Pi,$ implies p E Pi_L,i+l , 
O( Pi,j> may aho be written as { p j Bj,jel I T(P) = pssj}. For p,,j E PfSj and pi,j+i E Pj,,,r , 
I( P,,~ : P~,~+~) is defined as follows.5 
It Pi,j : Pi.?+4 = {P I Bi-l,i I T( PI = P<,j 3 P I Bi.j+~ = P~J+I). 
LEMMA 11. Let r be C-surjective. For any i, j with 1 < i < j and for any p E P,,j , 
P’ E pi,i+r 7’ 
1 I(p : p’)l < q@-1’. 
Proof. Assume that r is C-surjective and that there exist P,,~ E P,,j and ~?,~+r E PiSiLl 
such that 
Then’ 
I I(Pi.j : Pj,j+l)l > q’si-l’. 
4 Note that x + B,., = {x + x’ j x’ E B,,,}. 
Ii 0 and I depend upon T. But, since it is usually clear what we are considering as a parallel map 
in the context, we shall adopt these conventions. 
6 Recall that Bi_l means Bi_l,i_l . 
’ I{ P I d PI = PA.9 , P I BJ,~+I = Pi.r+dI = I I( Ph., : Pi.f+dI- 
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On the other hand, clearly 
where 
I{p’ Up 1 p’ E PO,*_, , T(p) = p,,j ) p / Bj,j+l = pj,j+l}/ > Q’Bo’i--)’ * qlBi-l’ = q’Bo’i--l’, 
and I{ p” U p,,j 1 p” E Po,d_l>] = qlBo*‘-“. 
Therefore there exist pj, and pi+1 in Po,j+l such that 
r(Pi+J = r(P;+A 
and P,+r # Pi+r . Hence p,+r is an erasable pattern. By Theorem 1, this contradicts 
C-surjectivity of 7. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12. 7 is weakly surjective if and only if T is C-surjective and for any i > 2 
there exist j 3 i, p E Pi,j , andp’ E Pi_l,j+l such that 
dP’) = P 
and 1 I(p ~9’ 1 Bj j+Jl = ql’i-11. 
Proof. Suppose that there exist c, and c; such that r(ci) = c, and r: R[c;] + R[c,] is 
surjective. Then, from Theorem 6, r is C-surjective. Let i 3 2 be an arbitrary integer. 
Since T: R[cJ -+ R[c,] is surjective, there exists j that satisfies the following condition. 
That is, for any c with c 1 Bi,, = cl / Bi,, , there exists c’ such that T(c’) = c and 
C’ 1 Bj,m = C; 1 Bj,m . Therefore, 
4 ‘B~+2’ . 1 I(cl 1 Bi,j : c; I Bj,j+I)l > q’Bo+l’. 
Thus we have 1 I(c~ / Bl,j: C; 1 Bj,j+l)I > q fB+ll. Therefore from Lemma 11, we have 
1 I(Cl 1 Bi.j : C; I Bi,j+Jl = q’B’-“* 
Thus p = c, I Bisj and p’ = ci 1 Bi_-l,j+l are the patterns that satisfy the condition of 
the theorem. 
Conversely, assume the conditions of the theorem. Then there exist & , jI , i2 , j, ,... 
with the following properties. For any 1 > 1, i, < j, , jl + 3 = i,+I , and there exist 
pz E J’+j, and P’, E P+J,+I such that T( Pi) = P, and I I( pz : pi / Bj,,j,+JI = qlB’z-ll. Put 
ci = pi u pi UP; u .** and I = c, , where pi = 0 1 B0,i,_2 . Let c be an arbitrary 
configuration of R[cJ. Then there exists k such that c, / B,., = c I B,,, . There exists 2 
such that k < il. Since I I(c, I Biz,jl : C; 1 Bj,,j,+l)l = qlBarll and no erasable pattern 
exists, there exists P’ E Po,j,+l such that T( P’) = c 1 B,, 9 and P’ I B3z,,z+, = C; I Bj,,j,+l . 
Letting c’ = p’ u cl I Bj,+z,m , we have T(c’) = c and cl’: I?[.&]. Q.E.D. 
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We immediately have the next corollary. 
COROLLARY. For one-dimensional cellular automata, T is weakly surjective ;f and oni’y if 
7 is C-surjective and there exist p E Pi,j and p’ E Pi_,,i+l with i >, 2, j > i such that 
4P’) = P 
and / I( p : p’ j Bj,i+l)j = qlBi-ll (= q2). 
We now proceed to establish a necessary and sufficient condition for strong surjectivity. 
LEMMA 13. Let T be C-surjective. For any i 3 2, for any j, j > i, andfor an? pi,3 E P,,j, 
{Ip j T(P) = p. .}I 
1.3 
= q’Bi-~l . gf%+~l 
Proof. Suppose that 7 is C-surjective. Let P,,~ be an arbitrary pattern in P,,j . From 
Theorem 2, we haves for anyp E PO,+, 
/ T-‘(p u p,,J = qlBj+l’. 
Therefore, it is easy to show 
On the other hand, 
u 
PEP+-1 
T-YP u PiJ ( = HP I P I &-l,j,l E +(Pi,d, P E P0,,+1>I 
= q’%-2’ * j T-‘(p,*j)i. 
Thus we have 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 14. r is C-surjective if and only if for any j and for any p E P,,j 
j O(p)j = q’W 
Proof. By Theorem 1 and 2, it is easy to verify the “only if” part of the theorem. 
Conversely, the condition of the theorem implies ~-l(p) # ,G for any j and for any 
p E P,,$ . Thus, by Theorem 2 and 4 T is C-surjective. Q.E.D. 
8 T-y p) means { p’ j T( p’) = p}. 
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LEMMA 15. Let 7 be C-surjective, and let I = I for p, p’ E Pi_-l,j+l such that 
P I Bj.j+l = P’ I Bj,j+l * If there exists k, i < k < j, such that p 1 B,,,,, # p’ j Bk,lc+l , 
then P I B,_l.i #P’ I J&i. 
Proof. Assume there exist p, p’ E Pi_l,j+l and k, i < k < j such that T(P) = I, 
P I Bj,j+l = P’ I Bj.i+r , P I Bu+, f P’ I B,v,,+, 9 and P I &-M = P’ I Bi-r,i . Then 
p1 UP is an erasable pattern, where p, E P0,,_l . By Theorem 1, this is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 16. Let T be C-surjective. For any i, j, 0 < i < j, andfor anyp E Pi,j , 
/ O(p)1 > q@+“. 
Proof. When i = 0, the lemma follows from Theorem 14. When i > 1, from Lemma 
15 we have 
I eP)I = p,;,,, l4P : P’)l 
for anyp E Pi,j . Therefore, from Lemma 11 and 13 
= j T-'(p) < I o(p)1 ’ q’s”l’. 
Thus we have / O(p)1 > q18j+11. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 17. Let T be C-surjective. If 1 O(p)1 > qla~+ll for p E Pi,j , then 
I O(P I &.rc)l > d4+1’ 
foranyk,i<k<j. 
Proof. Assume in contradiction that there exist p,,j E Pie3 and k, i < k < j, such that 
1 O(pi,J/ > ~~I~i+ll and 1 O(p,,$ 1 B&l < qlBh+ll. Put pi,, 1 Bi,l, = pi,k . Then from 
Lemma 16 we have I O(p,,,)l = Q 1 al+1 I. Furthermore, by Lemma 13 and 15 
I T-‘($‘i.k)l = peF,,, I1tPi.k : P)I = dB’-” * q’Bkx+l’a 
Therefore, from Lemma 11 and I O(pi,k)j = QI~~+~I, we get 1 I(pi,I, :p)l = qlBd-ll for any 
p E O(p&. On the other hand, since I O(pi,,)l > CJ lsj+ll, it follows from Lemma 13 and 
15 that there exists p’ E O(pi,J such that 0 < I I(p,,j :#)I < qlBr-ll. Let p,+r,j = 
pi,j 1 B,,,,, . Then by Lemma 15 
I 1(Pi,3 : P’)l = 1 I I(PiJc : P”>I- 
%m(~~+l,*:s’) 
Since, for any p” E Px,L+I , 1 I(pi,R :p”)I equals 0 or qlai-11, this contradicts 0 < 
I I(p,,s : p’)] < p’st-1’. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 18. 7 is strongly if and only iffor any i > 0 there exists j’ such that for any 
j >, j’ and for any p E PiSj 
; O(p)1 z qiBji-ll, 
Proof. ,4ssume that 7 is strongly surjective, and furthermore, suppose that the condi- 
tion of the theorem is not satisfied. Then from Theorem 6 and Lemma 16, there exists i 
that satisfies the following condition. That is, for any j’ > i there existj > j’ and p E P,,j 
such that 
I O(P)1 > 4 Ii?, _,I . 
Then, clearly ; O(p j &)j > 4 lBj+ll. So we can assume that there exist an infinite sequence 
of configurations pi,jI , pi,j2 ,... ( jI < j2 < --.) such that 
and 
Pi,j, E pi,jL , 
I O(Pi,jJl > q’Bjl+l’, 
for 1 = 1,2,... . From Theorem 6 and Lemma 17, for any 1 and for any k, i < k < j, , 
we have 
/ O(pi*jt / Bi,k)j > qlBk+‘I. 
So there exists an infinite sequence of patterns fii,? , pi,i+l , fi,i+n ,... that satisfy the 
following three conditions. 
(i) For any k > i, there exist an infinite number ofpi,j,‘s such that& =piFjL ) B,,,. 
(ii) For any k >, i, Jiek = fii,k+I 1 I& . 
(iii) For any k > i, 
Then, from Lemma 11, 13 and condition (iii), for any k > i there exists &_-l,k+l E Pi_-l,k+l 
such that 
T( L1.103 = Pi,k Y 
and 
I w6.k : d I &*,+,)I < P’-1’. (1) 
Put 
C kfl = o 1 tz2 - Bi--l,k+l) u h--l.k+l * (k 2 i) 
Let c” be a point of accumulation of sequence cifl , Ci+2 ,... . It is easy to see that there 
exists a subsequence of c~+~ , ci+2 ... with a unique point of accumulation t. Let T(Z) = c”. 
Then, from 7(I%i--l.k+l) = ji.k , condition (ii), and Lemma 9, we have 
’ 1 &.?c = $i.k (2) 
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for any K > i. Since r: R[cq -+ R[c”] is surjective, there exists m, m > i, that satisfies the 
following condition. For any c, such that cr 1 Bi,, = Z / Bism , there exists c2 such that 
r(cJ = C, and ca 1 B,,, = c” j B,,, . Thus, for any p E (p E POsnz jp 1 Bis, = F 1 Bi,,}, 
there exist p, and p, such that 
~2 E (P I P E T-V I Bi,,), P I B,,,,, = c” I %.nz+& 
and r(Pr U Pa) = P. 
Therefore, since 
we have 
NP I P E T-V I %n>, P I %m+~ = c” I &wn+,~I = I W I Bi,m : c” I Kn,,+,)I 
(3) 
= @LIP 
, 
because there exists no erasable pattern. Recall that c”is a point of accumulation of sequence 
(clc+J, where ckfl = Ti 1 (Z2 - Bi_-l,k+l) u$~_~,~+~ . Hence, (there: exists m’, m' > m, 
such that 
Put p’ = ~~_I,m~+l / Bmf,m,+l and p,,,,,, = p,,,, I Bm+l,m> . Then, from Lemma 15 and 
condition (ii), we have 
IWi.d :P’)l = lx I mm : PII. (4) 
PEI(&+l ,,:P’) 
Note that, since Q-( $~_l,m,+l) = p,,m* = c” I Bi,m, , we have 
$c--l.m,+r I %m+1 = c” I %m+r ~I(pn+,.m, : P’). 
Thus, from (2), (3) and (4), we have 
I W.m, : $)I = I GLn~ : ihn~+~ I B,,,,,+,)l 3 dB’-“. 
This contradicts (1). 
Conversely, assume the condition of the theorem. Then there exists j’ such that anyj, 
j > j’, and for any p E P,,,j , ~-r(p) # 0. Hence, from Theorem 2 and 4, 7 is balanced 
so that 7 is C-surjective. Let c, c, and c’ be arbitrary configurations such that T(c’) = c 
and c,Rc. We shall show that there exists c; such that ‘(c;) = c, and c;Rc’. Since c,Rc, 
there exists i such that 
Or I CM + 4x>> C Bo,i-, . 
By the condition of the theorem, there exists j such that for any p ,E& I’ 
[ O(p)1 = q’Bj+J. 
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Therefore, since 7 is C-surjective, it follows from Lemma 11 and 13 that for any p E PiS3 
and for anyp’ E O(p), 1 I(p : p’)\ = qls*-ll. In particular, we have 
) I(c / Bi,i : c’ / Bj,& = qiBA-“. 
Therefore, 
On the other hand, evidently 
(T(P UP’) I P E f’o,t-z 9 +dP’) = c I Bf,j j P’ 1 Bj.j+l = C’ I Bj,i+d 
C {p” U c / B,,j / p” E PO,<_,}. 
Therefore, since I@” u c j B,,j / p” E P,,& = qlBO+ll and there exists no erasable 
pattern, for any p” E P0,+l there exist p E PO,,_, and p’ E P,_l,j+l such that 
T(P U p’) = p” U c / B,,j , 
and p’ / Bj,j+l = C’ / Bj,i+l . 
In particular, since c, / Bi,j = c / B,,j , there existspj+i E PO,j+l such that 
T(P~+I) = cl I %.i j 
and Pi+1 I Bj,j+l = C‘ ) Bj,j+l. 
Thus, denoting pj+_i u c’ 1 Bi+2,, by c; , we have 
‘(4 = Cl > 
and c;Rc’. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 2 or 4 that the condition of Theorem 18 for i = 0 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for C-surjectivity of T. 
PJow we define 1(~,,~) as follows. 
I(Pi,j) = {P I Bi-l,i ; T(P) = Pi,jjt 
where pi,, E Pisj and i > 1. 
THEOREM 19. -r is C-injective if and only if tltere exists k such that9 for any i 2 3, 
j with j - i > k and for any p E Pi,j 
and 
/ O(p)1 = qw, 
j I(p)1 = q’Bt-l’. 
B It is easy to see that C-injectivity implies the condition of the theorem for any i 23 1. 
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Proof. Assume 7 is C-injective, so that C-surjective by Theorem 6. Then by Theorem 
3 there exist u’ and X’ that define 7-l: C ---f C. Let m be an integer such thatlo X Z B,,, . 
Let i, j be integers with j - i > 2m + 1, and let P,,~ be an arbitrary configuration in 
Pi,j .Then, since u’ and x’ with X’ !I B,,, define r-l: C -+ C, we have i{p / Bi_Tn,i+m+l j 
T(P) =P~>~}] = 1. Th ere f ore, for any p’ E ~-l(p,,~) we get’l 
I(Pi,j) = I(Pi,j : P’ I Bj,j+r)* 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 11 and 13 
/ T-‘(pi,j)i = 1 I(pi,j)l . / O(P~,~)~ = qlBi-li . qiBj+li. 
On the other hand, since 7 is strongly surjective from Theorem 6, it follows from Theorem 
18 that there existsj’ such that for any~~+,,~, E Pj+l,j, 
j O(pi,j U pj+l,j’)l = q’B”+“. 
Hence by Lemma 11 and 13 we have for any p’ E ~-~(p~,~ U jJi+l,j,) 
j 1&j u pj+l,j, : p’ / Bj,,j,+l)l = q'B'-l'. 
Therefore, it follows 
I I(P,,j)I > I I(P,,j ‘-‘Pj+l.j’ : P' I Bj,,j,+dl = QiBiel’* 
Hence, from Lemma 16 
Thus, we have 
and 
q’%+l’ < / o(p,,j)l = q’B”-l’ . q’%l’/l I(p&J 
< q!B,*ll_ 
1 O(p. .)I 2.3 = q’Bj+l’, 
/ I(pi,j)l = q’B4 
Conversely, assume the condition of the theorem, and furthermore, suppose 7 is not 
C-injective. Then C-surjectivity of 7 follows from Theorem 2,4, and the condition of the 
theorem. Therefore, from Lemma 11, 13, and the condition of the theorem, we have for 
any p E Pi,* and for any p’ E T-‘(pi,j) with j - i > k 
I(P) = 4P : P’ I %,+r). (5) 
On the other hand, since 7: C -+ C is not injective, there exist c, and ca such that c,(O) # 
~(0) and +I) = +z), w h ere 0 = (0,O). Let ‘(Cl) = T($) = c and let p,,j = c 1 B,,j. 
Since cr I Bi_l)i EI(P,,J and ca I B,_l,i E I(P~,~), it follows from (5) that 
CZ. I Bi-r,i eI(Pi,j : cl I Bj,,+r)* 
lo Note that X’ C B,,, means {xl ,..., x,} C B,,, , where X’ = (x1 ,..., x,). 
I1 Recall we adopt Moore’s neighborhood index to define T. 
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Therefore there exists p’ E Pi_l,i+l such that 
T(P) = P&j 3 
and 
p’ I Bi_l,i = cp i B,_l,t, 
Then, since ~(cr 1 B,,j+l) = T(Q, j B,,i_z up’) and c,(O) i- c,(O), cr : B,,,,, is an erasable 
pattern. By Theorem 2 this contradicts C-surjectivity of 7. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. -r is C-injective if and only if T is C-surjective and there exist i 2, 2, j such 
that for any p G PiSj 
and 
I O(p)1 = q’Bj-l’, 
) I(p)! = p-l’. 
Proof. The “only if” part of the theorem follows from Theorem 6 and 19. Conversely, 
the “if” part of the theorem can be proven in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 19. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 20. For one-dimensional cellular automata, C-injectivity is equivalent to 
strong surjectivity. 
Proof. By Theorem 4, C-injectivity implies strong surjectivity. 
Conversely, assume strong surjectivity of 7. By Theorem 18, there exists k such that 
1 O(p)] = qlBj+ll holds for any j > 2 + k and for anyp E Pz,j . Then it is easy to see that 
/ O(p)] = qlaj+ll holds for any i > 2, j with j - i > k and for any p E Pi,j because 
cellular automata we consider are one-dimensional. Let us define j3 E Piei from p E Pi. i 
as follows. 
a(X) = p(x - i - j), if x > 0, 
= P(x + i +j), if .v<O. 
It is easy to see that, when i > 2,0(a) = I(p). Th ere oreforanyi > 2,jwithj- i > k f 
and for any p E Pi,j we have 
j O(p)] = g’Bj+-J 
and 
/ 1(p)/ = q!Bj+l’ = q’B~-~‘. 
Thus -r is C-injective by Theorem 19. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 21. Strong injectivity does not imply weak surjectivity. 
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Proof. The particular cellular automaton used in this proof is one dimensional. This 
is no essential limitation since it is a trivial matter to embed this in two dimensions. 
Consider the local map q: (0, l}” -+ (0, l} defined by 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
Note that, for any a, b E (0, l}, q(Oab) # a,(M) and q(aM)) # ~J,abl). In Reference [9], 
these are called property R and property L, respectively. Let 71 be the parallel map defined 
by or and X = (- 1, 0, 1). It is easy to see that, for any i and for anyp E PoSi , -r;‘(p) $3 o . 
Therefore, 71 is strongly injective from Theorem 2,4, and 6. On the other hand, since 71 
has property R andL, for anyp E Pi,i (2 ,< i < j) and for anyp’ E Pi_l,i+l with I = p, 
we have I(p : p’ / Bj,j+l) = 1. Thus, from the corollary of Theorem 12, r1 is not weakly 
surjective. Q.E.D. 
At this point, recall that 7 is C,-surjective means that T: R[o] -+ R[o] is surjective. 
THEOREM 22. Let 7 be a parallel map defined from (T with ~(0,. . ., 0) = 0. C,-surjectivity 
of T does not imply strong surjectivity of r. 
u2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
Let 72 be the parallel map defined from u2 and X = (- 1, 0, 1). It is shown in [9] and 
[lo] that TV: R[o] -+ R[Ti] is surjective. Therefore, since ~,(a) = 0, ~a is weakly surjective. 
We now proceed to show that 72 is not strongly surjective. Let c, be the configuration 
such cl(x) = 1 for any x E 2. Clearly, T~(cJ = c1 . Let c2 be the configuration such that 
c,(O) = 0 and c2(x) = 1 for all x # 1. Assume in contradiction that there exists ci such 
that I, = c2 and ci E R[c,]. Let i be the integer such that c;(i) = 0 and c;(x) = I for 
all x < i. Since ci E R[c,] and T2(cI) = c2 , we can find the integer. Similarly, let j be the 
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integer such that ci( i) = 0 and c;(x) = 1 for all x > j. Then, since ra(cL) = c, , we have 
i := 1 and j = - 1. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Weak surjectivity does not imply strong surjectivity. 
THEOREM 23. Let 7 be a parallel map de$ned from (J with u(O,..., 0) = 0. Week sur- 
jectivity of T does not imply C,-surjectivity of 7. 
Proof. Consider the local map u3: (0, l}” -+ (0, 1) specified by 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
Let 7s be the parallel map defined from ~a and X = (-1, 0, 1). Note that o,(abc) == d 
if and only if CT,(&) = d, where 0 = 1, i = 0, and ua is the local map used in the proof 
of Theorem 22. Let ci be the configuration such that ci(x) = 1 for all x E Z. Then, since 
7z is C,-surjective, ~a: R[c,] -+ R[c,] is surjective. Note that am = cr . Thus ~a is 
weakly surjective. Let c2 be such that c,(O) = 0 and c,(x) = 1 for all x # 0, and let ca be 
such that ca(x) = 1 and ca(x) = 0 for all x # 0. In the proof of Theorem 20, it is shown 
that there exists no CL such that pa = ca and cl E R[cr]. Therefore, there exists no ch 
such that ~a(&) = c3 and c; E R[o]. Thus ra is not C,-surjective. Q.E.D. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
By the results in Section 4, the diagram of Theorem 6 is refined as follows, where 
Qi + Qa means that Qi implies Qa in one-dimensional cellular automata.12 Note that 
the arrows to or from “C,-surjective” hold only for 7 such that ~(0) = 0. 
weakly injective 
0 
C-injective strongly injective 
x 
4 0 
weakly surjective 
C-surjective 
li f 
% C,- surjective 
strongly surjective & 
I2 Recently we have succeeded in proving that strong surjectivity is equivalent to C-injectivity for 
any cellular automata with arbitrary finite dimension. 
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We might note in closing, that each theorem stated in this paper can be easily generalized 
to cellular automata of arbitrary dimension and to neighborhood indices of more general 
structures. 
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